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Would you move sensitive workloads to the (public) cloud?

The IT strategy of many customers aims to deploy their workloads in the cloud.
• Cloud computing is “in”
• IBM propagates cloud computing (hybrid, multi)

But would you like
• the IRS do their tax processing 
• your hospital and health insurance process your medical records
• your company to process financial strategies and results
• your R&D department design new products based on your intellectual property

in the public cloud

I guess not and there were good reasons for your hesitation …
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Security Issues of Hosted Workloads
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts 

my workload the system 
I think it is hosted on?

Image protection
• Is the image used to 

deploy my workload the 
one I provided?

• Are the secrets in my 
image kept confidential?

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest 

isolated from guest of 
other tenants?

Data at-rest protection
• Is the data stored on 

disks protected

Guest protection
• Is the data in my running 

guest protected?

Data data-in flight 
protection

• Is the data 
communicated to other 
systems protected
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts 

my workload the system 
I think it is hosted on?

Image protection
• Is the image used to 

deploy may workload the 
one I provided?

• Are the secrets in my 
image kept confidential?

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest 

isolated from guest of 
other tenants?

Data at-rest protection
• Is the data stored on 

disks protected

Guest protection
• Is the data in my running 

guest protected?

Data data-in flight 
protection

• Is the data 
communicated to other 
systems protected

Image protection
• Is the image used to deploy may workload the one I provided?

• Has the image been replaced by something that just looks like my image?
• Has my boot image been corrupted? E.g. to leak data?

• Are the secrets in my image kept confidential?
• Your image typically contains secrets. 

– E.g. passwords, SSH & TLS certificates, dm-crypt keys, …
• Does the provider or any other party watching the transfer of the image get 

access to those secrets?
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts 

my workload the system 
I think it is hosted on?

Image protection
• Is the image used to 

deploy may workload the 
one I provided?

• Are the secrets in my 
image kept confidential?

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest 

isolated from guest of 
other tenants?

Data at-rest protection
• Is the data stored on 

disks protected

Guest protection
• Is the data in my running 

guest protected?

Data data-in flight 
protection

• Is the data 
communicated to other 
systems protected

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts my workload the system I think it is hosted on?
• Did the image get intercepted and redirected to a different system?
• Is the host system managed by a provider I trust?
• Is it placed on the kind of system I pay the QoS for?
• Is it placed in a geography that is compatible with the legal requirements of 

my workload.
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts 

my workload the system 
I think it is hosted on?

Image protection
• Is the image used to 

deploy may workload the 
one I provided?

• Are the secrets in my 
image kept confidential?

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest 

isolated from guest of 
other tenants?

Data at-rest protection
• Is the data stored on 

disks protected

Guest protection
• Is the sensitive data in 

my running guest 
protected?

Data data-in flight 
protection

• Is the data 
communicated to other 
systems protected

Guest protection
• Is the sensitive data in my running guest protected?

• with respect to both integrity and confidentiality

• Can the operators of the provider access/modify my data?
• e.g. if the operator is rouge or threatened by an outsider 
• from the HW console, from the hypervisor

• Is the cloud environment secure?
• no vulnerabilities, no zero days?
• trustworthy SW?
• well maintained?

– good access control in place, security fixes applied, …

• Can an intruder who breaks into the cloud infrastructure access/modify my data?
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts 

my workload the system 
I think it is hosted on?

Image protection
• Is the image used to 

deploy may workload the 
one I provided?

• Are the secrets in my 
image kept confidential?

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest 

isolated from guest of 
other tenants?

Data at-rest protection
• Is the data stored on 

disks protected

Guest protection
• Is the sensitive data in 

my running guest 
protected?

Data data-in flight 
protection

• Is the data 
communicated to other 
systems protected

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest isolated from guest of other tenants?
• Can neighboring guests access data of my guest?
• Typically virtualization FW prevents memory accesses 

from on virtual machine to another, but a malicious guest 
may try to break into its hypervisor and from there …

• This boils down to can the data of my running guest be 
accessed from the hypervisor?
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?
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Trusting Cloud Deployments



Given all these security issues …

• Should you use the cloud at all?
• Why is IBM propagating cloud computing?

• Well, it is a matter of
• trust in the cloud environment 

• provider 
• HW, SW, network infrastructure
• policies, 
• contracts

• the value of your sensitive data
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Traditional Cloud Trust Model: Trust the CEOs

HW
Vendor

Cloud
Provider

“Traditional cloud trust model”
Ø customer trusts good CEO
Ø good CEO enforces good policies on employees

IBM:
Ø help CEO to enforce policy
CEO:
Ø publishes policy and means of enforcements

§

trust

enforce policy

threat/attack

§

§

§
CEO

CEO

cloud customer

evil hacker / 
operator

cloud
operator

manufacturing

service
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IBM Secure Execution for Linux

• A feature of IBM Z15 and LinuxONE III: FC 115*

• Allows to securely deploy a Linux workload in a KVM guest such that the computations 
inside the guest cannot be inspected by the hosting environment:

• HW console
• Hypervisor (here Linux/KVM)
• Cloud management infrastructure

• This leads to a new trust model for computing in the cloud

*) Feature code 115 is free of charge but needs to be ordered for availability
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Secure Execution trust model: Trust HW vendor

IBM
Cloud
Provider                                                    

§

trust

enforce policy

ineffective threat/attack

§

CEO
CEO

cloud customer
evil hacker / 
operator

cloud
operator

manufacturing

service

CA

§

“SE Trust Model”
Ø customer trusts HW vendor

Ø CEO + manufacturing process
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The problem
• Guest owners must trust:

• hypervisor code
– No malicious HV
– No security vulnerabilities

• HW / hypervisor management
– Must be trustworthy
– Non negligent
– Implement secure access 

control policies
– apply all security fixes

• Cloud providers / admins
• cannot repudiate having done an 

attack
• may be liable for a breach into a 

guest

The solution:
• Protect guest content from hypervisor

• even if the hypervisor is not trustworthy or 
under control of an untrusted person

• The hypervisor may not see
• the code and data that is loaded into a 

guest
• the code and data inside the guest 

memory while the guest is running
• any guest state in CPUs or guest control 

structures
• The hypervisor runs a guest as black box

Eliminating the hypervisor’s liability.
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Technical Background
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How does it work?
• Each IBM Z15 or LinuxONE III system is associated with a host key pair, of which the 

private key is only accessible to IBM Z / LinuxONE hardware and firmware.
• A client can prepare an encrypted and integrity protected Linux image of which the 

secret keys are securely communicated with the help of the public host key
• The encrypted image can only be executed in a virtual machine on the host(s) it has been 

prepared for
• The image cannot be decrypted outside of the designated host(s)
• The secure guest owner must make sure that disk and network data is encrypted (e.g., dm-crypt, 

TLS)
• Z hardware and firmware (ultravisor UV) ensure that unencrypted memory or processor 

state of a running secure execution guest cannot be accessed by the Linux KVM 
hypervisor (or Support Element / HMC).

• Z hardware and firmware (ultravisor UV) will detect whenever integrity of the memory of 
a running secure execution guest is violated (from outside the guest).
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1. hypervisor requests
access to guest page

Running a Secure Execution guest  in a nutshell (1)

LP
AR

 m
em

or
y

hypervisor
(non-trusted)

Yellow: memory of confidential guest

secure
guest

Normal operation

Blue: hypervisor memory

hypervisor
can access
its memory

hypervisor (also
I/O devices) can-
not access guest
memory (storage
key protected)

LP
AR

 m
em

or
y

hypervisor
(non-trusted)

secure
guest

SIE intercept

trusted
firmware

firmware only
exposes exception
data of guest to HV

guest triggers
exception to be
processed by HV

LP
AR

 m
em

or
y

hypervisor
(non-trusted)

secure
guest

Hypervisor paging

trusted
firmware

3. hypervisor
can access
page and
page out

2. Firmware
encrypts guest
page and
changes key

guest can
access its
own memory

HV memory with encrypted contents
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Yellow: memory of secure guest (1)
Blue: hypervisor memory
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Malicious Hypervisor

to access guest
memory, hyper-
visor changes
storage key –
prevented by
firmware
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AR
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hypervisor
(non-trusted)

secure
guest 1

multiple (secure) guests

LP
AR
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em
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y

hypervisor
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secure
guest

I/O
I/O data in memory
accessible to both
guest and hypervisor
(encrypted by guest in
yellow memory and moved
by guest to orange buffer)

I/O device
(non-trusted)

hypervisor does I/O

Red: memory of secure guest 2

secure
guest 2

Memory accessible to host and guest

Running a Secure Execution guest  in a nutshell (2)

Linux 
guest must 
use virtio

with
bounce
buffers
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts 

my workload the system 
I think it is hosted on?

Image protection
• Is the image used to 

deploy may workload the 
one I provided?

• Are the secrets in my 
image kept confidential?

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest 

isolated from guest of 
other tenants?

Data at-rest protection
• Is the data stored on 

disks protected

Guest protection
• Is the data in my running 

guest protected?

Data data-in flight 
protection
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communicated to other 
systems protected
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Deploying a Secure Guest
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cloud provider

Customer

data

boot image

CA
(DigiCert)

public host key

private host key cloud storage

1. request
public key
from secure
system of cloud 
provider

2. verify public key
belongs to an IBM Z15
or LinuxONE III

Deploying a secure guest
steps 1 & 2

IBM Z15 or LinuxONE III

Notation
private
key
public
key
symmet.
key

# hash
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cloud provider

Customer

boot image

data data

boot image

client data key
(chosen by customer)

CA
(DigiCert)

public host key

private host key cloud storage

4. prepare boot 
and data images

Deploying a secure guest
steps 3 & 4

IBM Z15 or LinuxONE III

Notation
private
key
public
key
symmet.
key

# hash

3. generate key(s) 
to encrypt 

data volumes,
in particular

for /root
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cloud provider

Customer

boot image

data data

boot image
boot imageboot image

CA
(DigiCert)

public host key

private host key cloud storage

6. measure & encrypt 
boot image:  genprotimg

Deploying a secure guest
step 5 &  6

IBM Z15 or LinuxONE III

#
hash

Notation
private
key
public
key
symmet.
key

# hash

5. generate 
customer 

image keys:
genprotimg
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cloud provider

Customer

data data

boot imageboot image

protect image meta data 
with public host key

CA
(DigiCert)

public host key

private host key cloud storage

7. generate SE-header 
data for boot image: genprotimg

Deploying a secure guest
step 7

IBM Z15 or LinuxONE III

#
#

Notation
private
key
public
key
symmet.
key

# hash

“SE-header”
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Customer

Cloud Provider

data data

boot imageboot image

CA
(DigiCert)

public host key

private host key cloud storage

8. deploy prepared
boot and data 
images at cloud 
provider

Deploying a secure guest
step 8

IBM Z15 or LinuxONE III

#

Notation
private
key
public
key
symmet.
key

# hash



(SBE-SN2,                     )

(host-SN,                    )

Host key 
bundle

IBM z15 or LinuxONE III

Self Boot 
Engine 1  
(SBE 1)

SBE 2

Support Element

Support Element disk

IBM 
manufacturing

Hardware 
Security 

Module (HSM)

IBM manufacturing key repository 
containing secure keys 
(keys wrapped by MK)

HSM master 
key (MK):

IK 1 IK 2

Non-dumpable
FW storage

unwrap

host key document:
public host key (pHK) 
signed by sHKSK

priv. IBM signing key 
(sISK)

IK 1

IK 2

pISK pISK

signed by sISK

IBM manufacturing

Public (Resource Link)

Host owner

CA signed X.509 
certificate containing 
public host key 
signing key (pHKSK)

Priv host key signing 
key (sHKSK)

Host key repository

Priv host 
key

IK repository

(SBE-SN1,                     )
wrap

wrap

priv host
key

Notation
private
key

public
key

symmet.
key

signature

Host Keys

signed by CA



How to verify a public host key?
Important task: make sure the public key you got is really a valid public 
host key of an IBM z15 or LinuxONE III

get host key document which includes
the public host key of a target host from 
cloud provider or from resource link (for a 
given host serial number)

download host key signing key certificate from 
resource link: ibm-z-host-key-signing.crt

verify signature of 
host key document

verify host key signing key 
certificate using DigiCert 
CA certificate

X Xdownload list of revoked host keys 
from resource link: ibm-z-host-key.crl

download DigiCert CA certificate from 
resource link: DigiCertCA.crt

verify that host key is 
not in the list of 
revoked host keys

verify signature of list 
of revoked host keys

?

documentation: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/linuxonibm/com.ibm.linux.z.lxse/lxse_t_verify.html
sample verification script: https://github.com/ibm-s390-tools/s390-tools/blob/master/genprotimg/samples/check_hostkeydoc
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The SE-header
meta data needed to start a secure execution image public flags

#

secret flags

customer root key
(CRK), protects
SE-Header

# AES-GCM tag of SE-header

encrypted
by

C
R

K

integrity
protected

by
C

R
K

image hashes

public customer key

key slots -- one for 
each target host:
contains hash of 

public host key and 
CRK encrypted using 
public host and private 

customer keys

image encryption keys

customer communication key

#

#

#public
host keys
of target
hosts

all customer keys
(CRK, IK, CCK, priv/pub 
customer keys)
will be generated by the 
genprotimg tool

…
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The SE-header
meta data needed to start a secure execution image public flags

#

secret flags

customer root key
(CRK), protects
SE-Header

# AES-GCM tag of SE-header

encrypted
by

C
R

K

integrity
protected

by
C

R
K

image hashes

public customer key

key slots -- one for 
each target host:
contains hash of 

public host key and 
CRK encrypted using 
public host and private 

customer keys

image encryption keys

customer communication key

#

#

#public
host keys
of target
hosts

all customer keys
(CRK, IK, CCK, priv/pub 
customer keys)
will be generated by the 
genprotimg tool

…
Only IBM Z or IBM LinuxONE III systems 
for which a key slot is included in the SE 
Header 
1. can access the secrets in the SE-

Header
2. can start the SE guest
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Security concerns when deploying workloads in the cloud?

Workload placement
• Is the system that hosts 

my workload the system 
I think it is hosted on?

Image protection
• Is the image used to 

deploy may workload the 
one I provided?

• Are the secrets in my 
image kept confidential?

Guest isolation
• Is my running guest 

isolated from guest of 
other tenants?

Data at-rest protection
• Is the data stored on 

disks protected

Guest protection
• Is the data in my running 

guest protected?

Data data-in flight 
protection

• Is the data 
communicated to other 
systems protected

Pervasive
Encry
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Secure Exe
cu
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Secure Exe
cu
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n

Secure Exe
cu
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Starting a secure guest

• When booting a secure guest QEMU/KVM passes the
• SE-header and
• the encrypted image

• to the firmware (ultravisor).

• The ultravisor then
• searches in the SE-header for a key slot matching its host key
• checks the integrity of the key slot
• checks the integrity of the SE-header
• checks integrity of the encrypted image
• decrypts the image

• only starts secure guest if all integrity checks were passed.
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Linux support for IBM 
Secure Execution for Linux
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Linux Support for IBM Secure Execution

• hypervisor: Linux/KVM
• upstream: Linux kernel 5.7, upcoming QEMU version 5.1
• supporting host distributions: Ubuntu 20.04, SLES 15 SP2

• secure guests
• supporting guest distributions: RHEL 7.8, 8.1 SLES 12 SP5, 15 SP2, Ubuntu 20.04
• supported devices: sclp, virtio-blk, virtio-scsi, virtio-net, virtio-serial

– with bounce buffers enabled (iommu = ‘on’)
• to establish security, all data communicated to or from the secure guest must be explicitly 

encrypted inside the guest

• image preparation tools: s390 tools 2.13
• genprotimg
• check_hostkeydoc
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What does IBM Secure Execution for Linux protect?
What Secure Execution shall protect 
against?
Guest data theft or corruption due to
• bad operation of the HW Console (Support 

Element / HMC) by rogue HW admins
• bad operation of HV by rogue/negligent HV 

admins
• hacked HVs (e.g. from a neighbor guest)
• corrupt HVs 

What shall Secure Execution not protect 
against?
• damage due to inappropriate physical operations 

(e.g. inspecting HW with oscilloscope)
• stealing memory (and inspecting its contents)
• denial of service attacks

• bad operation of the guest by guest admins
• hacking the guest through guest I/O channels

• loading infected code (viruses, worms, key 
loggers, ransom ware, …) into guest via network

Goal: If you operate a hosted workload according to best security practices, its 
data is protected by secure execution as if it is run on your own premises.
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Summary

• IBM Secure Execution for Linux allows you to protect your data from 
access of cloud (HW or KVM) operators while being used within a 
running guest.

• You need to prepare your image to start it as secure guest
• no changes to the applications required

• Then together with Pervasive Encryption your data is protected 
everywhere:
• in-use
• in-flight 
• at-rest
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Backup
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D
oc
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n
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/linuxonibm/com.ibm.linux.z.lxse/lxse_t_secureexecution.html
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Restrictions

what does not work (yet)
• life guest migration

• offline migration works if SE-header has a key slot for the target host

• save guest to disk & restore guest from disk
• hypervisor initiated memory dump
• using huge memory pages on the host for backing guest memory. 
• memory ballooning through a virtio-balloon device.
• pass-through of host devices, for example PCI, CCW, and AP (CryptoExpress). 

• note, with Secure Execution, it is OK to use clear key crypto for dm-crypt because the key or 
passphrase of /root can be stored in the boot partition that belongs to the encrypted image


